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Chapter 561: Beta Game 

There were very few people playing this game at the moment. 

However, the map was big enough and there were many zones. Currently, the number of people trying 

it out was only 1,000. 

Therefore, it was very difficult to meet real people. All of them were game characters. 

Lin Dong entered the game and was born in a random place. Many companies now had the function of 

pinching faces. This all-intelligent game also had it. 

This game was named Three Realms by Qin Sheng. 

It was Hong Yuan who asked Qin Sheng to name it. Qin Sheng wanted to let Hong Yuan name it, but 

Hong Yuan refused no matter what. She was pestered and annoyed, so she casually said a name — 

Three Realms. 

Lin Dong’s character was born in the palace. It was a concubine who gave birth to him. 

Lin Dong tried to say a few words. 

The baby also opened its mouth, but what came out was a loud cry. 

Lin Dong: “…” 

Not long after he was born, the imperial consort from the palace rushed over with her people. 

The concubine let her personal palace maid escape with the baby. 

Lin Dong: “…” 

He was just born, and it was already so explosive? 

The imperial consort naturally wouldn’t let them escape so easily, so she sent people to chase after 

them. 

Lin Dong’s character in the game was still an infant. He couldn’t do anything, so he could only be held in 

the arms of the palace maids. 

In less than a few hours, they were chased up the mountain. 

They were surrounded by a group of black-clothed people. 

The black-clothed people looked at each other, then rushed up with their knives. “Kill!!” 

Lin Dong saw the assassins who were stabbing at him with light. 

Lin Dong’s heart started to race. 

So unlucky?! 

He had just been born! Was he going to die? 



Of course, Lin Dong did not die. The palace maids helped him block a knife. When the men in black 

wanted to attack him, a man in white with a sword suddenly ran out and killed the men in black in just a 

few moves. 

Lin Dong was adopted by that man because of this. 

Lin Dong did not have the energy to complain. It was so melodramatic. Wasn’t this plot a bad one in 

novels and TV dramas? 

But Lin Dong was looking forward to the development of the next story. 

It was so good! 

The three realms, including the human, immortal, and demon realms. 

The biggest feature of this game was the full intelligence. A small part of the plot in the game was 

arranged in advance, but most of it developed randomly. It was all based on luck. The players 

themselves and the other players would affect the plot. 

In addition, the tone of the player’s character and other actions could be controlled by the player. 

As for Lin Dong’s character this time, the system had already arranged a mission for him. 

[System: Ascend to the throne before the age of 30 and seek revenge against the imperial consort. If you 

fail, die!] 

Lin Dong frowned. 

Ascend the throne? 

Lin Dong found it more and more interesting. He began to focus on the game. 

Lin Dong’s hand speed was very fast. He worked hard in the game, uh… eating. 

In less than an hour, his game character was one year older. 

Lin Dong was completely captivated by the game. 

He almost forgot to eat. 

— 

Those 1,000 players that Hong Yuan invited to play the game, they did not put the Three Realms in their 

eyes. 

It was almost impossible to develop an all-intelligent game now. 

Thinking about it, Shengshi Technology wanted to use the all-intelligent mobile game as a gimmick to 

attract players. 

They were also considered veteran players of games. There were too many games on the market that 

claimed to be all-intelligent. However, as long as they saw the label of ‘all-intelligent’, they would not 

click on it. 



Using a gimmick to attract players, how could it be fun? 

Chapter 562: Looked Down On and Was Slapped In the Face! 

They had the same thoughts about the Three Realms. They were also using all-intelligence as a gimmick, 

and the games in it were simply not compatible with all-intelligence. 

After all, it was a company that had been established for less than five months and never had any 

experience in developing games before. How good could it be? 

If it weren’t for the money, they wouldn’t have come to try it out. 

Moreover, the entire game only needed 1.3 GB of memory. What content could it have? 

However, they were all slapped in the face. 
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They originally thought that they could just casually deal with it. They didn’t expect that when they 

entered the game, they would be shocked by the high-definition video quality. 

The video quality was better than any other game on the market! 

They suddenly had some anticipation in their hearts. 

Could it really be an all-intelligent game? 

Following that, they were completely stunned by the development of the game. Then, they threw 

themselves into the game with excited faces. 

Those players who were trying out the game had a group. 

It was dedicated to discussing the game and giving advice to the all-intelligent game, the Three Realms. 

The group owner was Hong Yuan, and the administrator was Yu Bei. 

Those players who were trying out the game originally wanted to come back after playing the game and 

properly complain about the Three Realms. 

But on the first day… 

There was no movement in the group. Only one person popped up and only sent a “F*ck!” Before 

disappearing. 

Yu Bei went crazy to @ing him, but he did not appear. 

When it was five in the afternoon, it was almost time to get off work. 

The group chat was very quiet. It was very abnormal. 

Yu Bei was very puzzled. He contacted Hong Bei. “General Manager, this is not normal. The group chat is 

very quiet. Shouldn’t it be very lively?” 

Hong Yuan raised his eyebrows. “Oh, then what will they discuss?” 



Yu Bei scratched the back of his head. “Of course, they should be saying that our game is fun. This is the 

world’s first all-intelligent game. We’ve worked hard on the settings. There’s no reason for them not to 

like it.” 

“Lin Dong is also trying out the game. You can go and see him.” Hong Yuan only said this sentence. 

“Lin Dong?” 

Yu Bei walked out of the general manager’s office in confusion. 

He was really curious, so he listened to Hong Yuan’s words and came to Lin Dong’s side. As expected, he 

saw him playing the game there. 

Yu Bei went over and asked, “Lin Dong, playing the game?” 

Lin Dong’s character in the game had already grown to six years old. At this moment, his foster father 

was teaching him martial arts. 

Lin Dong was very serious in learning those moves. 

He completely ignored Yu Bei. 

Yu Bi continued, “Is it very fun?” 

Lin Dong did not even raise his head. 

Yu Bei: “…” 

He seemed to understand a little why that group of players did not appear in the group chat. 
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They were addicted to the game. How would they have the time to come out? 

Even people like Lin Dong, who had a strong will, would be addicted, not to mention those players. 

Yu Bei was not particularly interested in playing games. 

With his hands behind his back, he returned to his seat and fiddled with his coding. 

When it was 9 o’clock in the evening, there were only a few people who appeared in the group. 

They were all discussing the game. 

[This is an all-intelligent game? I finally saw it. A real all-intelligent game. It’s too intelligent! The game 

characters in it can actually imitate my speech! Even the tone is the same. That movement is also very 

flexible. He will move as I tell him to. This really shocked me.] 

[Right, right, right. I thought this game was just like other games with fake all-intelligence. How fragrant, 

this face slapping! This is really a f*cking all-intelligent game!] 

Chapter 563: Game Memory! 

[I never thought that I would be able to play an all-intelligent game one day in my lifetime. Even death 

would be worth it.] 



This player even sent an emoji that was wiping away his tears. 

It was rare that the other players did not refute his words. 

Following that, more and more players joined the discussion. 

They were undoubtedly expressing their shock. 

This was the first all-intelligent game they had encountered. Other than being all-intelligent, the content 

and the quality of the graphics were all things that other games could not compare to. 

Entering the game was like living in ancient times. 

It was no wonder they were surprised. 

About half an hour later, they changed the topic. 

[Where were you born? I was born in a farmer’s house. I fed chickens, geese, and even mowed pig grass. 

I finally had a good taste of the life of a farmer. But it was also quite fun and not boring.] 

[F*ck, don’t mention it. I died prematurely three days after I appeared. Then, I was reborn in a marshal 

canopy who was flirting with Chang’er…] 

[This isn’t considered miserable. I’m the one who’s miserable. I was born outside the palace. I worked 

hard to grow up until I was five years old, and then I was sent to the palace to be a eunuch. I really want 

to commit suicide, but in this game, other than dying prematurely, I have to wait for a week before I can 

register a new identity! So I can only bear the humiliation.] 

[Hahahaha, you guys are really miserable. I’ve become the Princess of the Heavenly Court. I live a 

luxurious life. I have maids to accompany me when I go in and out. I eat, sleep, and play every day.] 

Without a doubt, the people who were showing off were attacked by many people. 

More and more people appeared. 

They were all discussing their identities. 

As they chatted, they were more and more surprised. It seemed that the characters of these players 

rarely bumped into each other… 

One of the players said in surprise, “The world in the game is very big, and the characters are very rich in 

all aspects. Just the identities of the 1,000 of us alone should be around 800 to 900. But the problem is, 

this memory… only needs 1.3 GB?” 

This sentence fell heavily on the bodies of those playing the game. 

There was a moment of silence in the group chat. 

They were so shocked that they could not speak. 

A minute later. 

Only then did a player send out two words, [F*ck!] 



Following that, the next 200 messages were all filled with the words, ‘F*ck!’ 

They had no choice. They were all too shocked. 

Such a rich content only required 1.3 GB of memory? 

“Wait, I’ll go and see how much memory there is now. What if the subsequent memory usage is high?” 

“Right, right, right, I’ll go and take a look too.” 

As they thought about this, the shock in their hearts faded away. 

It was possible that 1.3 GB of acceptable memory was just a trick to trick the players into downloading 

the game. Later on, it was also possible to slowly increase the memory back. 

It wasn’t that there weren’t game companies that had done this before. 

No matter what, it was hard for them to accept that the Three Realms only needed a heaven-defying 

amount of memory like 1.3 GB. 

The most popular game on the market right now didn’t have many game scenes. When they started 

downloading, they only needed less than two GB of memory. 

However, the longer they played later, the more memory they would need. 

Many mobile phones and that game took up more than ten GB of memory. 

The two players flipped through the phone settings and looked at the memory on it. 

They were shocked again. 

Their mouths remained open as they stared at the phone. 

Chapter 564: Was Shocked 

The people in the Penguin group waited for quite a while, but they didn’t see them come back. 

They all asked in the group. 

[Where are they? Did they disappear?] 

[Could it be that there’s something wrong with the memory?] 

[Wait, I’ll go over and take a look too.] 

As soon as he said this, the player who had just gone to take a look at the memory appeared in the 

group. 

He sent out a series of full stops. 

The people in the Penguin group were completely confused. 

[If you have something to say, say it quickly. If you have something to say, say it quickly!] 

That person sent out a word, [F*ck!] 



He had made the people in the group anxious. Many of them did not wait for him and ran over to check 

the memory. 

But most of them were still waiting for that player to tell them about the memory. 

[Quickly tell us! Don’t act like a woman and dawdle.] 

After sending out these words, he even brought along an emoji with a bleeding knife. 

It was obvious that this was a threat to him. 

The player recovered from his shock. 

He quickly typed in, [Memory, there’s no change!] 

Just as he sent it out, he immediately added, [No, there’s a change, but the memory has increased by 10 

MB…] 

Some other players also returned from looking at the memory. 

[F*ck!] 

[Awesome!] 

[We played for a day, and the memory only increased by 10MB?] 

A series of exclamations. 

A game player raised his own question, [Is it possible that the memory will increase very quickly in the 

future?] 

However, after a while, some players refuted his words. 

[Impossible, if the memory doesn’t increase much on the first day, the subsequent memory won’t 

increase too much. I estimate that the maximum memory of this game won’t exceed 4 GB.] 

[…] 

[What kind of foundation does Shengshi Technology have? First, it’s an all-intelligent game, and then it’s 

a frighteningly low memory!] 

[I think it’s understandable that Shengshi Technology can reduce the memory to such a low level. After 

all, when the company that developed the all-intelligent game, how could it be easy?] 

[After this game is released, I can foresee how popular it will be.] 

[If it isn’t popular, then there is no justice. This game has a thousand people in almost all different 

places. When we interact with the game’s NPCs, it will be so fun. I can already imagine that in the future, 

when many people play together, this game will be ten times more fun than it is now!] 

The more the players discussed, the more excited they became. 

The Three Realms was simply heaven-defying. 

Some players were really curious, so they went to @ Yu Bei and Hong Yuan. 



Hong Yuan was busy teaching his son to learn, so he didn’t read the messages on the group chat. 

Yu Bei was a person who liked to join in the fun. He had always been watching the screen. 

At this moment, he saw that someone was looking for him. 

He was about to get promoted. 

Yu Bei coughed, and then very seriously replied in the group chat, [What’s the matter?] 

A player asked, [I wonder if you can tell us how much memory the game will use up in the future?] 

[Boss said 3 GB,] Yu Bei replied. 

Those players: […] 

Yu Bei added, [This is a conservative figure. Boss said that the initial memory of the game will not exceed 

2 GB, but it will only require 1.3 GB. She said that the subsequent memory will not exceed 3 GB, but it is 

very likely to only be 2 GB.] 

The game players were once again, […] 

The group chat also quieted down. 

Yu Bei gloated. Look, they were scared silly. 

Back then, he was also scared by Hong Yuan’s words. Later, he scared his three hacker friends, and now 

there were hundreds of game players. 

Yu Bei was satisfied. 

With so many people accompanying him, it was not a loss. 

Chapter 565: Killing Shengshi Technology 

After a while, another series of ‘f*ck’ comments appeared in the group chat. The message also reached 

99+ within ten seconds 

They were very doubtful whether they were living on earth or not. 

Or were they out of date? 

Was the technology of today so advanced? 

[Does Shengshi Technology still recruit people?] 

[Come on, even if they recruit, they won’t recruit you. Do you think you can get into such a high-tech 

gaming company if you’re not particularly outstanding?] 

Very soon, Yu Bei also blended in with them. As they chatted in the group chat, he completely forgot the 

serious look he had when he first spoke to them. 

They chatted in the group chat for a total of two hours before they dispersed. 

Many players did not bother to sleep and continued playing the game. 



— 

The next day, Long Yue Technology also began the game’s internal beta testing. 

This was because the day before, Long Yue Technology still had various marketing numbers on Weibo to 

advertise the game on various major platforms. 

Many people knew that Long Yue Technology was about to start the closed beta testing of the all-

intelligent mobile game. 

They were all looking forward to this game. 

After all, Long Yue Technology could be considered a relatively powerful gaming company. A few years 

ago, there was a rather explosive game. However, in the past two years, it was very ordinary, but its 

strength was still there. 

Long Yue Technology named his game, Three Realms Competition. 

This was not the original name. After learning that the name of Shengshi Technology’s game was Three 

Realms, Long Yue Technology came up with a name similar to Shengshi Technology. 

When the closed beta version of the game was released, in less than an hour, the number of downloads 

had reached 200,000. 

On this day, Long Yue Technology was still advertising. 

In one day, the number of downloads reached one million. 

After the number of closed beta versions was structured, Long Yue Technology removed the platform 

from the closed beta version of the Three Realms Competition. They even posted a Weibo post stating 

that if there were no major problems with the game, the game would be officially released three days 

later. 

There were some minor problems that Lin Dong mentioned in the closed beta version, but the impact 

was not big. 

Some gamers responded to Long Yue Technology. On the surface, Long Yue Technology promised to 

deal with it as soon as possible, but in the dark, they ignored the suggestions and problems. 

Those gamers naturally did not know what Long Yue Technology was doing. 

On the contrary, they felt that their attitude was very good. 

When the all-intelligent game, Three Realms Competition, entered the market, it was undoubtedly a 

bomb. 

Many game companies were inquiring about the situation. 

Long Yue Technology had the ability to develop an all-intelligent game? 

Why was there no news from before? 



The majority of the players in the game’s closed beta were only focused on playing the game. Although 

Three Realms Competition’s game graphics were lacking and there were some hiccups, the all-intelligent 

aspect was enough for them to ignore these things. 

On Weibo, there were many players who claimed to be in the game’s closed beta, boasting about Three 

Realms Competition. 

In all aspects, they were boasting to the skies. 

It was obvious that these were trolls 

However, there were still a lot of ignorant people who were deceived. They were all looking forward to 

the day when the game would be officially released. 

The topic of Three Realms Competition was also bought by Fang Xuelin to be the top trending topic. 

— 

Long Yue Technology’s Chairman’s Office. 

Fang Xuelin sipped his coffee while reading the comments on Weibo. 

He sneered, “Shengshi Technology, a company that has just been established and has yet to establish a 

foothold in H City, dares to fight with me!” 

Du Kaifeng was in his office. 

He smiled and said, “How can a mere Shengshi Technology compare to our company? Chairman, your 

methods are also high. Isn’t it a very simple matter to kill Shengshi Technology?” 

Chapter 566: Hong Yuan Cannot Stay 

Fang Xuelin looked at Du Kaifeng with satisfaction. 

“You’ve contributed a lot in this matter. Don’t worry. When the matter is settled, I won’t treat you 

unfairly.” 

Du Kaifeng was excited. “Thank you, Boss. Then, do you think Shengshi Technology will go bankrupt 

because of this?” 

Fang Xuelin took a sip of the coffee in his hand. When he heard this, he smiled. “Even if they don’t die, 

their strength will be greatly damaged.” 

Du Kaifeng heaved a sigh of relief. 

He was also very proud in his heart. 

Hong Yuan still couldn’t beat him. Even if he became the general manager of a company again, he would 

still be defeated by him! 

Fang Xuelin gently shook the coffee. 

“Manager Du, I know what you’re thinking. Don’t worry, I won’t let this Hong Yuan off.” 



Du Kaifeng flattered, “I used to be Hong Yuan’s classmate. I have to admit that his ability is not bad, but 

it’s a pity that he followed the wrong person. If he came to Long Yue Technology, how could he miss out 

on benefits?” 

Fang Xuelin raised an eyebrow. “His ability is not bad?” 

Hearing that, Du Kaifeng was worried that Fang Xuelin would take a liking to Hong Yuan and recruit him 

into the company. 

He quickly said, “Chairman, Hong Yuan is a stubborn person who also likes to hold grudges. Back then, 

Shengshi Technology removed our connections. It was probably him who instigated it. If he were to join 

our company now, I’m afraid that one day he would set us up. That would not be worth the loss.” 

Fang Xuelin stopped thinking about it. 

He changed his mind. “Since that’s the case, we can’t let Hong Yuan stay.” 

Du Kaifeng lowered his head, and the corners of his lips curled up into a smug smile. 

— 

Qin Sheng did not bother about the game anymore today. 

Today was the day she had to report her results. 

Qin Sheng went to school. 

Fu Hanchuan had something to do, so he did not send her over. He only arranged for a driver for Qin 

Sheng. 

Outside the school, there were already a lot of reporters from H City standing there. They were waiting 

for Qin Sheng and Su Yixiu. 

Qin Sheng had a full score, and she was the top scorer in the National College Entrance Examination. 

Although Su Yixiu didn’t get a full score, his score was close to a full score, and he was ranked second in 

the college entrance examination! 

This was enough to cause a stir in the entire city. 

After all, this was the first time in the history of the entire city that someone had entered the top ten in 

the National College Entrance Examination, and it was still the first and second place! 

When they learned that Qin Sheng and Su Yixiu had gotten such high scores, they began to contact Qin 

Sheng and Su Yixiu in various ways, wanting to interview them. 

However, Qin Sheng was a person who despised trouble. 

When Fu Hanchuan asked her if she wanted to accept an interview, she naturally refused. 

As for Su Yixiu, he did not have much time. 

He had to work during the day and take care of his grandmother at night. 



He wasn’t interested in this, so he refused the interview. 

The reporters were helpless. These two gods of learning were very low-key. They could only look up Qin 

Sheng and Su Yixiu’s previous information and report. 

When they learned that Qin Sheng and the others needed to go back to school to deal with the problem 

of reporting results, they rushed over immediately. 

They waited at the school gate early in the morning. 

H City High School did not allow any cars other than the staff to enter, so the driver parked the car near 

the school. 

Huang Xiaoyan just happened to get out of the car. 

When she saw Qin Sheng, she waved excitedly. “Sheng Sheng.” 

She ran over and hugged Qin Sheng’s arm. “Sheng Sheng, it’s been so long. I’ve missed you so much. 

Sigh, when I think about how we won’t be in the same school in the future, it’s so uncomfortable.” 

Huang Xiaoyan’s face had two dimples. 

It could be seen that Huang Xiaoyan had been living well these days. Her face had gained a lot of flesh. 

Chapter 567: Was Besieged By Reporters 

Qin Sheng reached out and pinched Huang Xiaoyan’s face, which had some baby fat on it. 

En, it was nice to touch. 

Qin Sheng couldn’t help but pinch it again before letting go. 

Huang Xiaoyan pointed at those reporters. “Sheng Sheng, do you think those reporters will pounce on 

you like wolves when they see you?” 

Qin Sheng frowned and was very puzzled. “Why?” 

Huang Xiaoyan poked Qin Sheng’s head with her finger. “Sheng Sheng, have you been spoiled silly by 

Teacher Fu? You are the top scorer of the college entrance examination with full marks. In our H City, 

no, even in D Province, there has never been a national top scorer of the college entrance examination. 

Since you have gotten it, those reporters obviously want to dig some information out of you and report 

it well.” 

Qin Sheng thought of the time when Fu Hanchuan had asked her if she wanted to accept an interview, 

and she frowned. 

Huang Xiaoyan suddenly distanced herself from Qin Sheng. She held her chin and looked Qin Sheng up 

and down. 

Then she turned behind Qin Sheng. 

First she nodded, then she shook her head regretfully. 

Huang Xiaoyan was putting herself in the role of a manager. 



“Sheng Sheng, with your figure, temperament, and looks, it’s a pity that you don’t enter the 

entertainment industry. Let me tell you, if you become an actress, you won’t have to work hard to 

receive a large number of fans.” 

Qin Sheng’s looks and temperament easily made people unable to look away. 

When Qin Sheng first arrived in H City, she was still fine. Her face was a little haggard, and she was very 

thin. 

However, after Qin Sheng moved into Fu Garden, Fu Hanchuan came up with a way to make nutritious 

meals for Qin Sheng. 

Qin Sheng’s face turned a lot ruddier. 

At this moment, it was very difficult for people to look away from Qin Sheng. 

Huang Xiaoyan’s eyes turned, and she suddenly grabbed Qin Sheng’s hand with an expectant look. 

“Sheng Sheng, why don’t you join the entertainment industry? I’ll be your manager, Sheng Sheng. I’ll 

definitely make you a big star.” 

Huang Xiaoyan’s family background was good. She had the Huang Corporation. 

If she had Huang Xiaoyan as her manager, she would have a lot of resources. 

However, Qin Sheng had never thought of entering the entertainment industry. 

She wanted to live a new life. She did not want to live as tiring as she did in her previous life. 

Right now, she only wanted to research Grandfather Lu’s illness and open a company to be a boss. 

Qin Sheng wanted to become strong enough to protect everyone around her. 

Even though Qin Sheng was worried about troublesome people, she had brought her company into 

various fields. 

First it was gaming, then it was real estate. 

She would even let her company enter the entertainment industry… 

Qin Sheng rejected Huang Xiaoyan’s suggestion. “I don’t plan to enter the entertainment industry.” 

Huang Xiaoyan did not have much hope for Qin Sheng to enter the entertainment industry. 

At this moment, she was not disappointed. She only said regretfully, “Sigh, Sheng Sheng, it would be a 

waste if you don’t enter the entertainment industry with that face of yours.” 

Qin Sheng smiled helplessly. “Let’s go.” 

“Okay.” Huang Xiaoyan hugged Qin Sheng’s arm again and the two of them walked into the school. 

Suddenly, a reporter’s gaze fell on them. 

Before she came, she had looked for Qin Sheng’s photo. Qin Sheng was so beautiful that it was hard to 

forget her. 



This reporter recognized Qin Sheng at a glance. 

“It’s Qin Sheng. Qin Sheng is here at the school.” 

As soon as she said that, all the reporters looked at Qin Sheng in unison. 

Five seconds later, they swarmed over at the same time and surrounded Qin Sheng and Huang Xiaoyan 

in the middle, pointing their microphones at them. 

Huang Xiaoyan could not help but swallow her saliva and got closer to Qin Sheng. 

She had only seen this scene on television. She did not expect that it would happen to her one day. It 

was a little scary. 

Qin Sheng did not have much of a reaction. 

Chapter 568: Was Very Perfunctory 

The reporters scrambled to start asking questions. 

“Student Qin Sheng, how did you get this perfect score? I heard that apart from Chinese, you only spent 

less than forty minutes on the other subjects and completed the entire paper. How did you do so well 

under such heaven-defying speed?” 

“Student Qin Sheng, the college entrance examination paper this time was extremely difficult. Many 

teachers said that they were unable to get a perfect score, but you got a perfect score for all the 

subjects. I wonder if you had expected this result back then?” 

“Student Qin Sheng, can you tell us how you studied? Can you share your experience with us?” 

“Student Qin Sheng, I heard that your scores before H City were barely passable. May I ask how you 

managed to make a comeback in such a short time? Is there any secret behind this?” 

Qin Sheng knew that if she didn’t answer these questions, these reporters wouldn’t let her leave. 

Qin Sheng thought for a moment and answered very simply, “The first four questions are talent, hard 

work, confidence, and don’t be easily influenced.” 

“As for the last question.” 

Qin Sheng smiled. “Sometimes, hiding your strength and making yourself look ordinary is a good way to 

deal with some people.” 

The reporters were confused. They vaguely felt that there was some secret. 

They could not help but ask, “Can you tell us more about it?” 

Qin Sheng’s lips curled into a mocking smile. 

She did not stay any longer. She nodded and said, “I still have to go back to school. Please excuse me.” 

The reporters were not willing to let Qin Sheng leave. 



However, when their eyes met the coldness in Qin Sheng’s eyes, they stopped in their tracks. They did 

not dare to ask Qin Sheng anymore. 

The reporters retreated to the side. 

Qin Sheng and Huang Xiaoyan walked out of the encirclement 

After entering the school, Huang Xiaoyan patted her chest and looked as if she had just survived a 

disaster. “Those reporters looked as if they were going to eat us up. They scared me to death. It was too 

scary.” 

Qin Sheng tilted her head. “If the artists you bring out become popular in the future, you will often 

experience this too.” 

Huang Xiaoyan’s round face immediately scrunched up. 

She laughed bitterly and said, “Sheng Sheng, how can I avoid it?” 

“There’s a way.” 

Huang Xiaoyan was excited. She let go of Qin Sheng’s arm and blinked her big eyes. 

She asked expectantly, “What way?” 

Qin Sheng paused in her footsteps. She raised her eyebrows and said, “Not being a manager.” 

Huang Xiaoyan’s face fell. “Sheng Sheng, this is a bad idea.” 

Then she said firmly, “No, I must be a manager. This has been my ambition since I was young. As for the 

reporters, I’m not afraid. I’ll definitely become an old fox in the future. Then, won’t it be easy to deal 

with them?” 

“Sigh, Sheng Sheng, tell me…” 

Huang Xiaoyan wanted to say more, but she turned her head and did not see Qin Sheng. 

Qin Sheng had already gone far away. Huang Xiaoyan chased after her. 

Huang Xiaoyan was a chatterbox. She had been talking nonstop from the school gate to the class for 

more than ten minutes. 

“Sheng Sheng, I must find a good seedling in the future and train them to become an international 

superstar.” 

Qin Sheng was a quiet person. She rarely interjected and only listened quietly. 

Many students from Class 4 came over. They were all sitting in the class. 

Every year after the college entrance examination, when they filled out their applications, the official 

media of H City would send reporters to H City High School to interview them. 

In previous years, they all went to Class 1. 

But this year, they came to Class 4 to interview them. 



Chapter 569: She Was the God of Learning 

After all, Class 4 was a class where many students couldn’t get into even second-tier universities. In a 

single day, the entire class had twenty-five students who could get into key universities and six students 

who could get into second-tier universities. 

Such results were still ranked last among the four classes in H City High School. 

However, if placed in other schools in H City, this was definitely the result of an elite class. 

Not to mention in Class 4, there were also Qin Sheng and Lu Ming, who was ranked first and eleventh in 

the country. 

Among the top three in the province, there were two students in Class 4. No one could say that Class 4 

was inferior. 

Class 1’s results were good, and there was also Su Yixiu, but they were originally the best class in H City. 

In this college entrance examination, Class 1’s overall ranking was indeed much higher than in previous 

years. 

But how could Class 4 be so outstanding this year? 

So this year, for the first time ever, the official media of H City did not go to interview Class 1, but 

instead came to Class 4. 

The reporter was asking Lin Feng. 

“Classmate, may I ask how your previous results were?” 

Lin Feng said, “Before the second semester of the third year of high school, about 390 points.” 

The reporter pressed, “Then may I ask, how much did you score in this college entrance exam?” 

“Not much, 539 points.” 

The reporter continued to ask, “In these short four months, you improved by nearly 150 points. How did 

you do it?” 

“Sister Sheng taught me.” Lin Feng’s face was filled with admiration when he mentioned Qin Sheng. 

The reporter became interested. “Can you tell me?” 

Qin Sheng was the top scorer in the college entrance examination. The reporter naturally wanted to 

know more about her. 

Qin Sheng was unwilling to accept an interview. 

It was a good way to get to know her through her classmates. 

“Of course,” Lin Feng answered without hesitation. “Other than me, the results of all the students in our 

class were brought by Sister Sheng. If she studies, we would be embarrassed not to study, right? Also, 

her thinking of solving problems is very clear and she is used to using techniques. She uses a simple 

method to solve a very difficult problem.” 



Lin Feng was beaming with joy. He spoke a long paragraph, but he did not stop. 

He continued, “Sister Sheng is the most amazing person I’ve ever met.” 

“She’s beautiful, kind-hearted, and knows everything. She’s even willing to help others. Being able to be 

her classmate is a blessing that I’ve accumulated for eight lifetimes. She doesn’t need any notes, but she 

spent a lot of time organizing them for us.” 

Lin Feng was saying all sorts of good things about Qin Sheng. 

That reporter was very confused. Was it really as good as he said? 

The reporter did not dare to believe it. 

Lin Feng spoke for ten minutes before he finally stopped. 

The reporter asked again, “Then does Qin Sheng usually study very diligently?” 

Lin Feng blinked. He was very confused. “Diligent?” 

“Yes.” The reporter nodded. “For Student Qin Sheng to be able to get a full score, other than her talent, 

it must also have something to do with her hard work, right? Has she been studying all day?” 

Lin Feng searched through Qin Sheng’s study time in his mind. 

Other than two days of studying when she first came to school and one or two days before the college 

entrance exam, he had not seen how she studied during the rest of the time. 

She seemed to listen during class out of respect for the teacher. 

Therefore, he shook his head. “No?” 

The reporter was stunned and puzzled. “You mean, Student Qin Sheng didn’t study?” 

“Yes, Sister Sheng doesn’t need to study to get good grades. She is a god of learning and is different 

from us.” 

The reporter felt that this would be a big piece of news. She asked, “What do you mean?” 

Chapter 570: Only Answer Five Questions 

Speaking of this, Lin Feng was quite proud. “You know Su Yixiu, the top student in Class 1? He’s the one 

ranked second in the country. He’s the one with talent and hard work, but Sister Sheng might not be.” 

“This semester, other than attending classes, other than four or five days of studying, just a few days 

before the college entrance exam, do you know what books she likes to read?” 

“What?” The reporter was very curious. 

Lin Feng mysteriously went over and said, “Stock books and medical books.” 

The reporter frowned. Not studying, but reading extra-curricular books? 

Lin Feng spread his hands. “Tell me, some people can get full marks without studying or reading. Isn’t 

that infuriating?” 



Hearing this, the reporter really wanted to meet Qin Sheng and see if she was as good as Lin Feng said. 

The reporter went over to ask some of the other students in Class 4. 

All of them were saying that Qin Sheng was very good. It could be seen that they were sincerely praising 

Qin Sheng and were not lying at all. 

Qin Sheng came in. 

Huang Xiaoyan was really scared by that group of reporters just now. At this moment, when she saw the 

reporter in Class 4, she subconsciously stopped in her tracks. 

“Sheng Sheng, why did a reporter sneak into our class?” 

“It’s fine.” 

Qin Sheng returned to her seat and sat down. 

Qin Sheng’s appearance was too eye-catching. Not long after she entered, she was noticed by the 

reporter. 

The reporter went forward and asked, “Classmate, are you Qin Sheng?” 

“Yes.” Qin Sheng’s voice was cold. 

“Then can I ask you a few questions?” the reporter asked very carefully. 

She was worried that Qin Sheng would reject her. After all, she had called Qin Sheng to ask for an 

interview, but she had been rejected. 

Qin Sheng looked at her watch. There was still time. 

So, she nodded. “Okay.” 

The reporter heaved a sigh of relief. She took out the notebook that she had prepared. On it was more 

than 20 questions that she wanted to ask Qin Sheng. 

Qin Sheng saw a dense row of words on the notebook. 

It was a headache. 

She said helplessly, “I’ll only answer five questions.” 

The reporter really wanted to persuade Qin Sheng to answer all the questions, but when she thought of 

how Qin Sheng had repeatedly refused to be interviewed by her, she forcefully swallowed the words 

that were in her throat. 

Afraid that Qin Sheng would go back on her words, she nodded. “Okay, okay, okay. Let me choose.” 

The reporter was unwilling to delete every single one of them. She looked at them for nearly three 

minutes. 

She was the one who made up her mind. She crossed out more than 20 questions and only left five. 

After the reporter finished their interview, she closed her notebook in satisfaction. 



“Student Qin Sheng, thank you for your cooperation.” 

“En,” Qin Sheng replied calmly. 

At this moment, Teacher Lin also came in. She was holding some books in her hands. 

The reporter did not stay any longer. 

Teacher Lin stood on the podium. “The students in our class did very well this year. Most of you were 

able to get a key university. I’m proud of all of you.” 

She took the lead in clapping. The class followed with a round of applause. 

“Today, I would like to congratulate Student Qin Sheng. She got a full score and is the top scorer in the 

National College Entrance Examination. There’s also student Lu Ming. He is ranked third in D Province 

and is ranked 11th in the country.” 

The class burst into an even more enthusiastic applause. 

The students of Class 4 were all proud of Qin Sheng and Lu Ming for getting such good results. 

They did not feel any jealousy in their hearts. 

Teacher Lin did not want to waste the time of the students of Class 4. 

“Later, I will give you the College Entrance Examination Guide. You can choose the school and the major 

that you like based on your scores and your hobbies. You can fill them out on the website. The College 

Entrance Examination Guide has a process for filling them out.” 

 


